In Einstein's theory, the physics of gravitational fields is reflected by the geometry of the curved space-time manifold. One of the methods for a study of the geometrical properties of space-time consists in regarding it, locally, as embedded in a higher-dimensional flat space. In this paper, metrics admitting a 3-parameter group of motion are considered which form a generalization of spherically symmetric gravitational fields. A subclass of such metrics can be embedded into a fivedimensional fiat space. It is shown that the second fundamental form governing the embedding can be expressed entirely by the energy-momentum tensor of matter and the cosmological constant. Such gravitational fields are called energetically rigid. As an application gravitating perfect fluids are discussed.
Introduction
In Einstein's theory of gravitation the investigation of the physics of gravitational fields amounts to a study of the geometrical properties of curved space-time F4 whose metric tensor gaß satisfies the field equations with cosmological constant A 1 :
Gaß + A gaß = -xTaß. In Eq. (1.2 a) gaß and r}AB: =eAdAB with e/=l are the components of the metric tensors of curved space-time F4 and flat Ey, respectively.
From Eqs. (1.2 a, b) by covariant differentiation, a system of algebraic and differential equations, the Gauß-Codazzi-Ricci equations, can be derived 2 . In the case of class one this set of equations simplifies considerably; the remaining equations are The covariant, symmetric tensor field of rank 2 baß is called second fundamental form of space-time. The relationship between the Riemannian curvature tensor Rtlßys and baß cannot be expected to be unique (possibility of bending subspaces).
The tensor field baß on F4 not being determined in terms of gaß and its derivatives alone, it eludes physical interpretation in general. For such an interpretation, the case is most interesting in which the second fundamental form baß is determined (up to sign) by gaß (and its derivatives). Such a spacetime will be called intrinsically rigid. As baß is a tensor it must depend on Rußy$. A space-time Vi of class one whose second fundamental form is determined entirely by the Einstein tensor Gaß is termed energetically rigid. According to Eq. (1.1) baß then can be expressed by the energy-momentum tensor Taß of matter and the cosmological constant A.
In Sect. 2 gravitational fields admitting a 3-parameter group of motion are considered which form a generalization of spherically symmetric metrics. In general, they are of class p^3. In Sect. 3, only metrics with class p = 1 are kept and shown to be energetically rigid. It seems rather interesting that for the large class of solutions of Einstein's field equations considered the embedding is fully determined by the material sources. Explicit expressions for baß (G, y ) are given and applied to the case of gravitating perfect fluids in Section 4.
Metrics with Isometry Group G;} (2, s)
In the following metrics are considered which admit a 3-parameter group of isometries with twodimensional, spacelike orbits. The group being maximal on the orbits, these are spaces of constant 
Restriction to Class One
Now, metrics (2.1) of class one are studied *. If rank baß^l 3, (£v)baß = 0 is a consequence of (£")gaß = 0. £" denotes the Lie-derivative, c. f. Yano 6 . Thus, the second fundamental form necessarily has the form baß = b00 c5"° V + feoi (5 
Application to Perfect Fluids
Thus far, a specific distribution of gravitating matter was not assumed. If the matter tensor describing a perfect fluid with density o, pressure p and normed velocity u 2 of the streamlines (a 2 = + 1) is chosen, a. e.
then with the help of the field equations with cosmological constant A we may replace two components of Gß 2 by the scalars o and p. It helps to distinguish two cases.
Case A:
Gx ° + 0. Now, the following relations hold (for p + £>4=0) :
The last of Eqs. (4.2) is discussed by Cahill and McVittie 9 and called consistency relation.
By choosing different signs of izl 1 ' 2 in Eq. (3.4) we obtain two possible second fundamental forms describing the local isometric embedding. The components of the first alternative are given by: By choosing the other sign we derive the following components of the second fundamental form: Case B:
Here, the relations are obtained: 
which may be integrated to give three subcases.
a) V' = 0, A arbitrary
From Gi 0 Go 1 = (G0° -G2 2 ) {G, 1 -G2 2 ) holding for both cases A and B considered above, we obtain as the only possibilities 
